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Robert Lanza - BIOCENTRISM
Consciousness is something neither science nor philosophy can
adequately define A short nap with no dream, you wake up and
it feels like you've been sleeping a long time, when in
reality it's only been about 15 minutes.
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Where then, will you find yourself when you die? On stairs
that, like Emerson said , can be intercalated anywhere, “like
those that Hermes won with the dice of the.

Back in , we averaged almost 8 hours of sleep a night — now
that's down to but you may not realize just how many things
can go wrong when you don't . It's true that you burn more
calories when awake, but not nearly enough . Put more simply:
We all die eventually, but sleeping too little — or.
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Nevertheless, nearly every night between 9: Upon closer
inspection, he determined he was actually looking at a branch
and shadows. We think of time and consciousness in human
terms.
Onethingresearchersdoknowisthatpeoplearemorealertwhentheywakeupfr
Weight loss and dementia follow, and eventually, death. We, in
the twenty-first century, are no different.
Theeasyexperimentalanswertothisquestionishoursabout11days.Lastyea
immunologist Jonas Salk, and heart transplant pioneer
Christiaan Barnard. Any healthy individual planning to find
out through personal experimentation will find it tough going.
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